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DEANS’ FORUM SUMMARY
June 21, 2012


2. New/Old Business
   
   • Travel to Israel-Executive Memo No. 25 prohibits university-sponsored travel to countries on the State Department’s warning list. A proposed amendment to allow exceptions is being drafted for consideration.
   
   • Status of Personnel Evaluations—all recommendations must be turned in to be certified by the Chancellor.
   
   • Budget Status—enrollment numbers will impact the budget. Implications will not be known until late July/early August.
   
   • CUMU 2015—UNO will host the conference in 2015.
   
   • Tuition and Salary Increases—UNL is facing a shortfall-reference to Lincoln Journal Start article of May 24, 2012.

3. Graduate Studies (Smith-Howell)—Graduate admissions dashboard is available on the PING website. All GPCS will receive lists and contact information for applicants in need of follow-up. A new welcome packet for admitted students has been created.